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Mongolia’s Foreign Policy:
Navigating a Changing World
Alicia Campi

“A superb study of the challenges and responses of liberated and democratic
Mongolia.... Campi gives voice to the dilemmas facing this strategically positioned nation.... A must read.” —Robert Bedeski, University of Victoria

S

trategically located at the crossroads of
Central Asia, China, and Russia, Mongolia
has long attracted the attention of major world
powers. How has this traditionally nomadic, but
resource rich, country used a “Wolf Strategy”
to establish its own place in the modern world?
What challenges does it now face? Answering
these questions, Alicia Campi provides a multifaceted examination of the context, formulation, and execution of contemporary Mongolian
foreign policy.
Alicia Campi is research fellow in the
Edwin O. Reischauer Center for East Asian
Studies at the Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International Studies
(SAIS) and adjunct professor in SAIS’s Asia
Programs. She also coordinates the Northeast
Asia regional studies course at the Foreign
Service Institute.

• Building a New Economy
Through Donor Aid.
• China Replaces Russia.
• Mineral Development:
Blessing and Curse.
• Resource Nationalism:
Boom Days and Collapse.
• “Wolf Strategy” Energy Policy:
A New Form of Resource Nationalism?
• An Economic Corridor for Regional
and Continental Integration.
• New Soft-Power Image Making.
• New Strategies for a New Era.
• Future Economic Diversification Options.
March 2019/ca. 380 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-782-0

hc $85/£78.95

CONTENTS

Our newest books on ASIA . . .

CELEBRATING 35 YEARS OF INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING

• A Brief History of Mongolia.
• The White Horse Democratic Revolution.
• Searching for a “Third Neighbor.”
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NEW!

To Build a Free China: A Citizen’s Journey

Security in Asia Pacific:

Xu Zhiyong, translated by Joshua Rosenzweig and Yaxue Cao, with an Introduction by Andrew Nathan

The Dynamics of Alignment

“Xu’s personal journey perfectly captures

Thomas S. Wilkins

the trajectory of the weiquan movement....
Indispensable for understanding the ideals
that drive the entire movement.”
—Ian Johnson, The New York Review of Books

“Highly recommended.” —Choice
“Accomplished [and] engaging....
Provides fascinating details about Xu’s life, his
ideas, and his civic campaigns and sheds light
on the experience of the disadvantaged and
exploited in China.” —Eva Pils, Foreign Affairs

T

he story of China’s rights movement—a struggle
for basic human rights and democracy that,
despite harsh repression, has endured for more than
a decade—unfolds in Xu Zhiyong’s compelling personal memoir.

In recognition of his work as an activist, lawyer,
and founder of the New Citizen Movement, Dr. Xu
was named one of Asia Weekly’s People of the Year
in 2005 and one of the Southern People’s Weekly’s
Top Ten Young Leaders of China in 2006. His
efforts have been considerably less well received,
however, by the government of the PRC, and he has
been arrested numerous times.
Dr. Xu served a four-year prison sentence 2013–
2017 for “gathering a crowd to disrupt order in a
public place.” His moving statement at the end of
his trial, hailed as the China Manifesto, is included
in To Build a Free China.
2017/297 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-584-0

hc $72.50/£66.95

5TH EDITION

Robert E. Gamer and Stanley W. Toops, editors
best multidisciplinary anthology on China,
offering up-to-date information in a single
volume.... Highly recommended.” —Choice
hina today bears little resemblance to the
C
country introduced in the first edition of
Understanding Contemporary China, published
nearly two decades ago. Even in just the past five
years, dramatic changes have occurred under the
leadership of President Xi Jinping.
This new edition of the book reflects those
changes, exploring the impact of new domestic
policies; China’s role as a behemoth in the world
economy; its rapidly modernizing infrastructure; its
expanding military presence in the region; the environmental challenges it confronts; and much more.
The result is an accessible, well-grounded look at
the most crucial issues affecting China today.
Robert E. Gamer is professor emeritus of
political science at the University of Missouri–
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he complex security dynamics of the pivotal
Asia Pacific region, involving disparate and
contentious power blocs, clearly have implications far beyond the region itself. Thomas
Wilkins sheds new light on those dynamics,
providing a rich framework for better understanding the nature of security alignments in
Asia Pacific, as well as a reexamination of the
dominant forces at play: the US alliance system, ASEAN, and the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation.
Thomas S. Wilkins is senior lecturer in
international security at the University of
Sydney.

CONTENTS

• Security Alignment in Asia Pacific.
• Alliances (Redux).
• The Trilateral Security Dialogue.
• Security Communities (Redux).
• The ASEAN Security Community.
• Strategic Partnerships.
• The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
• Rethinking Alignment.
February 2019/ca. 240 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-745-5

hc $76.50/£70.95

Special paperback program . . .

Understanding Contemporary China
“This fifth edition remains arguably the

T

Kansas City. Stanley W. Toops is associate professor
of geography and international studies at Miami
University.

Want to use one of our hardcover books in your class? Our Text-inTime® print-on-demand paperback program allows us to make hardcover
books available at a price suitable for course use. Simply have your bookstore call us at 303-444-6684 to place a prepaid, nonreturnable order, and
books will be delivered within four weeks.

CONTENTS

Introduction—R.E. Gamer • China: A Geographic Preface
—S.W. Toops • The Historical Context—R. Murphey •
Chinese Politics—R.E. Gamer • China’s Economy—S.Y.
Tong and J. Wong • China Beyond the Heartland—L.T.
White III and R.E. Gamer • International Relations—R.E.
Gamer • Population Growth and Urbanization—R. Ma •
China’s Environmental Problems—R.L. Edmonds •
Family, Kinship, Marriage, and Sexuality—X. Zang and
W. Jankowiak • Women and Development—L. Bossen •
Religion—H. Chan and A.Y.C. King • Literature and
Popular Culture—C.A. Laughlin • Trends and Prospects—
R.E. Gamer and L.T. White III.
2017/526 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-653-3

pb $28.50/£22.50

Understanding: Introductions to the States and Regions of the
Contemporary World
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NEW!

The New ASEAN in Asia Pacific and Beyond

What Is Political Islam?

Shaun Narine

Jocelyne Cesari

“A very welcome addition to the canon of
ASEAN studies. This book will be a reference for scholars, policymakers, and other
interested readers for years to come.”
—Maria Ortuoste,
California State University, East Bay

“A systematic, clear, and comprehensive
introduction to the range of challenges and
developments that frame Southeast Asia’s contemporary story.”
—Satu Limaye,
East-West Center in Washington

efuting criticisms that call into question the
RShaun
effectiveness, and even the purpose, of ASEAN,
Narine traces the organization’s political and
economic development and explores its impact
within Southeast Asia and beyond.
Narine considers ASEAN’s role both regionally
and with regard to the external powers—China, the

“The most important work on political Islam to
appear in more than a decade.”

United States, Japan, Russia, and increasingly
India—whose interests so strongly influence the
regional environment. His comprehensive, multilayered analysis critically addresses the question
of just how ASEAN is evolving to fit the demands
of a new era.
Shaun Narine is associate professor of political
science at St. Thomas University in New
Brunswick, Canada.

—Peter Mandaville, George Mason University

“A grounding work.... Cesari adds nuance to
the question of how modernity evolved in the
Muslim context and unravels common assumptions and cemented theories pertaining to political Islam.... Fascinating and unique.”

CONTENTS

—Melissa Finn, University of Waterloo

ASEAN in the Twenty-First Century • History: From
Creation to Crisis • The Postcrisis Reform • Regional
Institutionalism. Relations with China • Relations with
the United States • ASEAN and the Regional Powers •
ASEAN’s Role in Asia Pacific.
2018/309 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-689-2

he debate continues unabated: Is political Islam
Ttradition—or
decipherable through the tenets of the Islamic
is it a tool of secular actors who
shrewdly misuse religious references? Is it an expression of modernity, or a return to the past? Eschewing
these dichotomies, Jocelyne Cesari demystifies the
continuous process of interaction between secular and
religious actors and institutions that is at the core of
political mobilization in the name of Islam.

hc $79.95/£73.95

Cesari traces the origins of political Islam
to the inception of the modern nation-state,
revealing the decisive role of secular nationalist rulers in its creation. In the process, she
puts to rest the myth that there has been a lack
of modernization in the Muslim world—and
shows how that myth has proven dangerous.
Ranging from Indonesia to Iraq, from Senegal
to Egypt, her analysis provides a much needed
corrective to the “conventional wisdom.”
Jocelyne Cesari is professor of religion and
politics at the University of Birmingham; senior
research fellow at Georgetown University’s Berkley
Center for Religion, Peace, and World Affairs; and
professorial fellow at the Australian Catholic
University.
2018/232 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-692-2

hc $65/£59.95

Nontraditional Security Challenges in Southeast Asia:
The Transnational Dimension

ORDER

Amy L. Freedman and Ann Marie Murphy

W

ith the countries of Southeast Asia increasingly challenged by a plethora of nontraditional security issues—climate change, food
and water security, infectious diseases, and
migration key among them—a number of
important questions have emerged: What
national and regional efforts are being made to
address these issues? Why have some approaches
proven more successful than others? How do competing private and public interests affect the ability
of states to protect their citizens?
Addressing these questions, Amy Freedman and
Ann Marie Murphy explore the factors that continue
to impede cooperation in combating transnational
security threats across the region.
Amy L. Freedman is professor of political
science and international studies at Long Island

University Post. Ann Marie Murphy is associate
professor in the School of Diplomacy and
International Relations at Seton Hall University.
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CONTENTS

_________________________________________________

Nontraditional Security Challenges in Southeast Asia:
The Transnational Dimension • Climate Change: Complex
Patterns of Conflict and Cooperation • Food Security:
Beggar Thy Neighbor? • Water Security: Droughts,
Deluges, and Dams • Health Security: Avian Influenza and
Disease Protocols • Migration: Divergent Interests of
Sending and Receiving States • Looking Forward:
Prospects for Cooperation and Conflict.
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2018/245 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-685-4
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Tel: 303-444-6684 Fax: 303-444-0824
E-mail: cservice@rienner.com • www.rienner.com

In Australia/New Zealand/Fiji,
send orders to:
Taylor & Francis Group
c/o TL Distribution Pty Ltd
Unit 1, 18 Shale Place
Eastern Creek
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UNITED STATES:
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residents
$5 for the 1st book;
add 3% sales tax
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ALL OTHER AREAS:
Shipping
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Total
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Electronic exam copies of paperbacks are free
for 60 days (after which your access will cease)
or you can pay $7.50 for perpetual access.
If you prefer a print copy, paperback exam
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$15 elsewhere, shipping included. Hardcover
exam copies are available at a 50% discount,
plus shipping.
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